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Abstract

Developments in hardware have delivered formidable com-
puting power. Yet, the increased hardware complexity has
made it a real challenge to develop software that exploits the
hardware to its full potential. Numerous approaches have
been explored to help programmers turn naive code into
high-performance code, �nely tuned for the targeted hard-
ware. However, these approaches have inherent limitations,
and it remains common practice for programmers seeking
maximal performance to follow the tedious and error-prone
route of writing optimized code by hand.
This paper presents OptiTrust, an interactive source-to-

source optimization framework that operates on general-
purpose C code. The programmer develops a script describ-
ing a series of code transformations. The framework provides
continuous feedback in the form of human-readable di� s
over conventional C code. OptiTrust supports advanced code
transformations, including transformations exploited by the
state-of-the-art DSL tools Halide and TVM, and transfor-
mations beyond the reach of existing tools. OptiTrust also
supports user-de�ned transformations, as well as de�ning
complex transformations by composition of simpler trans-
formations. Crucially, to check the validity of code trans-
formations, OptiTrust leverages a static resource analysis in
a simpli�ed form of Separation Logic. Starting from user-
provided annotations on functions and loops, our analysis
deduces precise resource usage throughout the code.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering→ Soft-

ware performance;Development frameworks and envi-

ronments; • Theory of computation→ Separation logic.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Performance matters in numerous �elds of computer science,
and in particular in applications frommachine learning, com-
puter graphics, and numerical simulation. Massive speedups
can be achieved by �ne-tuning the code to best exploit the
available hardware [15]. Between a naive implementation
and an optimized implementation, it is common to see a
speedup of the order of 50×—on a single core. For many
applications, the code can then be accelerated further by one
or two orders of magnitude by re�ning the code to exploit
multicore parallelism or GPUs.
Yet, producing high performance code is hard. Over the

past decades, nontrivial mechanisms with subtle interac-
tions were integrated into hardware architectures. Reason-
ing about performance requires reasoning about the e�ects
of multiple levels of caches, the limitations of memory band-
width, the intricate rules of atomic operations, and the diver-
sity of vector instructions (SIMD). These aspects and their
interactions make it challenging to build cost models. For
example, the cost of a memory access can range from one
CPU cycle to hundreds of CPU cycles, depending on whether
the corresponding data is already in cache. In the general
case, accurately modeling cache behavior requires a deep
understanding of the algorithm and hardware at play.

Accurately predicting runtime behavior is challenging for
expert programmers, and appears beyond the capabilities of
automated tools. Therefore, compilers struggle to navigate
the exponentially large search space of all possible code
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candidates [24], resorting to best e�ort heuristics, and often
failing to produce competitive code [3].
Today, it remains common practice in industry for pro-

grammers to write optimized code by hand [1, 9]. However,
manual code optimization is unsatisfactory for at least three
reasons. First, manually implementing optimized code is
time-consuming. Second, the optimized code is hard to main-
tain through hardware and software evolutions. Third, the
rewriting process is error-prone: not only every manual code
edition might introduce a bug, but the code complexity also
increases, especially when introducing parallelism. These
three factors are exacerbated by the fact that optimizations
typically make code size grow by an order of magnitude
(for example, the optimized code for our following matrix
multiplication case study is 7× bigger).
In summary, neither fully automatic nor fully manual

approaches are satisfying for generating high performance
code. Both machine automation and human insight are need-
ed in the optimization process.

1.2 Contribution

This paper introduces OptiTrust, the �rst interactive opti-
mization framework that operates on general-purpose C
code and that supports and validates state-of-the-art opti-
mizations. OptiTrust is open-source and available at the URL:
h�ps://github.com/charguer/optitrust.

In OptiTrust, the user starts from an unoptimized C code,
and develops a transformation script describing a series of
optimization steps. Each step consists of an invocation of a
speci�c transformation at speci�ed targets. OptiTrust pro-
vides an expressive target mechanism for describing, in a
concise and robust manner, one or several code locations.
On any step of the transformation script, the user can press
a key shortcut to view the di� associated with that step, in
the form of a comparison between two human-readable C
programs. Concretely, a transformation script consists of an
OCaml program linked against the OptiTrust library.

To ensure that the user applies only semantic-preserving
transformations, OptiTrust performs validity checks that
leverage our static resource analysis, which concretely takes
the form of a type checking algorithm, in a type system
featuring linear resources. This type system may be thought
of as a variant of the Rust type system, or as a scaled down
version of Separation Logic [20]. Our resource-based system
aims to be similar in spirit to Re�nedC [22], a Separation
Logic-based type system for C code, even though we have
not implemented all the features of Re�nedC yet.

For type-checking resources, functions and loops need to
be equipped with contracts describing their resource usage.
These contracts may be inserted either directly as no-op
annotations in the C source code, or they may be inserted
by dedicated commands as part of the transformation script.
OptiTrust is able to automatically infer simple loop contracts,
thus not all loops need to be annotated manually. Every

void mm(float* C, float* A, float* B, int m, int n, int p) {

__reads("A ⇝ Matrix2(m, p), B ⇝ Matrix2(p, n)");

__modifies("C ⇝ Matrix2(m, n)");

for (int i = 0; i < m; i++) {

__xmodifies("for j in 0..n → &C[i][j] ⇝ Cell");

for (int j = 0; j < n; j++) {

__xmodifies("&C[i][j] ⇝ Cell");

float sum = 0.0f;

for (int k = 0; k < p; k++)

sum += A[i][k] * B[k][j];

C[i][j] = sum;

}

}

}

void mm1024(float* C, float* A, float* B) {

__reads("A ⇝ Matrix2(1024, 1024), "

"B ⇝ Matrix2(1024, 1024)");

__modifies("C ⇝ Matrix2(1024, 1024)");

mm(C, A, B, 1024, 1024, 1024);

}

Listing 1. Unoptimized matrix multiplication. The function
mm multiplies the matrices A and B and stores the result in C.
The function mm1024 specializes input sizes to 1024. We write
A[i][k] instead of A[MINDEX2(m, p, i, k)], for conciseness.
In the future, we plan to leverage a mechanism for
automatically propagating size information.

OptiTrust transformation takes care of updating contracts in
order to re�ect changes in the code. In other words, a well-
typed program remains well-typed after a transformation.
Currently, OptiTrust only automates the application of

transformations and the checking of their validity, but we
also plan to explore future work to guide the user towards
useful optimizations.
Next, we illustrate how OptiTrust works through an ex-

ample optimization script.

2 OptiTrust by Example

In this section we present the features of OptiTrust through
an example: optimizing matrix multiplication. The aim is
to produce similar code as a reference TVM schedule that
was written by an expert targeting Intel CPUs.1 TVM is an
industrial-strength domain-speci�c compiler for machine
learning.

Annotated Code. We start from the C code presented in
Listing 1: a naive, unoptimized implementation of matrix
multiplication. To use OptiTrust, we annotate the code with
resource contracts, which follow a double-underscore pre�x.

The mm function reads amatrix A of size<×? , reads amatrix
B of size ? × =, and modi�es a matrix C of size< × =. This is
explicitly described by the function contract and its __reads

/__modifies clauses. Each clause mentions a set of resources

1h�ps://tvm.apache.org/docs/how_to/optimize_operators/opt_gemm.html

https://github.com/charguer/optitrust
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!! Function.inline_def [cFunDef "mm"];

let tile (id, tile_size) = Loop.tile (int tile_size)

˜index:("b" ^ id) ˜bound:TileDivides [cFor id] in

!! List.iter tile [("i", 32); ("j", 32); ("k", 4)];

!! Loop.reorder_at ˜order:["bi"; "bj"; "bk"; "i"; "k"; "j"]

[cPlusEq ()];

!! Loop.hoist_expr ˜dest:[tBefore; cFor "bi"] "pB"

˜indep:["bi"; "i"] [cArrayRead "B"];

!! Matrix.stack_copy ˜var:"sum" ˜copy_var:"s" ˜copy_dims:1

[cFor ˜body:[cPlusEq ()] "k"];

!! Omp.simd [cFor ˜body:[cPlusEq ()] "j"];

!! Omp.parallel_for [cFunBody ""; cStrict; cFor ""];

!! Loop.unroll [cFor ˜body:[cPlusEq ()] "k"];

Listing 2. OptiTrust script for optimizing mm1024.

separated by “,”. For example, the resource A ⇝ Matrix2(m,

p) speci�es that the matrix at address A in memory has size
< × ? and gives permission to access this matrix: e�ectively
the permission over every individual cell of the matrix, that
is: for i in 0..m → for j in 0..p → &A[i][j] ⇝ Cell.
Each iteration of the loops with index i and j modi�es a

separate group of cells from matrix C. Loop contracts con-
tain two kinds of clauses: clauses pre�xed by “x” are used to
describe resources exclusive to one iteration, and clauses pre-
�xed by “s” to describe resources shared by all iterations. For
example, in the loop with index j, the clause __xmodifies("&C[

i][j] ⇝ Cell") indicates that only iteration j can modify the
j-th cell of the i-th row of thematrix C. By contrast, the clause
__smodifies("for j in 0..n → &C[i][j] ⇝ Cell") would have
indicated that all loop iterations can modify the n cells of
the i-th row of the matrix C. Similarly, __xreads("&A[i][j] ⇝
Cell") indicates that the j-th iteration is the only one that
reads the j-th cell of i-th row of the matrix A, and __sreads("

A ⇝ Matrix2(m, p)") indicates that every iteration may read
any of the m × p cells of the matrix A. By default, resources are
shared by all iterations, so in this code the following clause
is inferred for the three loops: __sreads("A ⇝ Matrix2(m, p),

B ⇝ Matrix2(p, n)").

Transformation Script. To apply optimizations, wewrite
an OptiTrust script in OCaml, as shown in Listing 2. For the
reader not familiar with OCaml, f x y denote the call of f
on the arguments x and y; the symbol ˜ is used to provide
optional (or named) arguments; [x; y; z] denotes a list;
(x, y, z) denotes a tuple; s1 ^ s2 denotes a string concate-
nation; and let f x = e1 in e2 introduces a local function
f. The transformation script calls a series of transformations
that are functions taking various arguments, including a
target as last argument.
The optimizations applied by this script improve data lo-

cality, parallelism, and specialize the matrix sizes. The script
consists of 8 transformation steps, developed interactively:
with the cursor on a line starting with !!, we can press (e.g.)
“F6” in the VSCode editor to visualize the di� associated with

the transformation on that line. All intermediate versions of
the code consist of human-readable, executable C code. The
!! operator is used purely to enable interactivity and early
termination. Additionally, a complete transformation report
can be generated and explored.2

Targets. As mentioned earlier, transformations take tar-
gets as parameters, that describe code locations. A target
consists of a list of constraints (pre�xed by “c”) that is sat-
is�ed by code paths that go through nodes satisfying each
constraint, in the given order. For example, cFunDef "mm" re-
quires visiting a function de�nition with the name "mm", and
cFor id requires visiting a for loop over an index with the
name id. Targets may also include special modi�ers (the ones
that make a target relative are pre�xed by “t”). For example,
tBefore allows targeting the interstice before an instruction.
As another example, cStrict controls the depth: [cFunBody "

"; cStrict; cFor ""] targets for loops over any index name
that appear immediately within a function body with any
name, as opposed to being nested within other constructs.
Targets may also be given as arguments to constraints, for
example, cFor ˜body:[cPlusEq ()] "k" requires visiting a
for loop over an index with the name "k", whose body also
contains a += operation.

Transformations. The script from Listing 2 calls func-
tions from the OptiTrust library called transformations. We
use Function.inline_def to inline the de�nition of mm into
the mm1024 function that specializes< = = = ? = 1024. We
use Loop.tile, Loop.reorder_at and Loop.hoist_expr to ap-
ply loop transformations improving data locality and expos-
ing new dimensions for parallelization. We are free to use
any OCaml feature, here de�ning the local tile function to
iteratively apply it over a list: tiling the loops over i and j by
32, and the loop over k by 4 to create outer loops with indices
bi, bj, and bk. Loop.hoist_expr creates a new temporary ma-
trix with name pB to store values of matrix B using a better
layout, something that actually requires manually chang-
ing the reference code (the algorithm) in a tool like TVM.
While the last target argument locates which expression to
hoist, the˜dest target argument additionally describes where
to hoist it. We locally promote an array to the stack using
Matrix.stack_copy, introducing e�cient memcpy operations,
and allowing for the use of SIMD vector registers. We use
simd and parallel_for to add OpenMP pragmas for multi-
threading and vectorizing a number of the newly created
loops. Finally, we unroll the loop over k to help the down-
stream C compiler recognize instruction-level parallelism.

Combined Transformations. As witnessed by the de-
tailed report generated by OptiTrust2, our relatively con-
cise optimization script for matrix multiplication actually
involves a fair number of basic transformation steps hap-
pening under the hood. For example, Loop.reorder_at is a

2h�ps://files.inria.fr/optitrust/soap24/matmul.html

https://files.inria.fr/optitrust/soap24/matmul.html
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for W 8 in A8 {

C1;Δ1

Γ2 C2;Δ2

}

↦−→

for W1 8 in A8 {

C1;

}

for W2 8 in A8 {

C2;

}

correct if:




8 fresh in W .shrd

W .shrd.modifies ∩ notRO(Δ1) ∩ Δ2 = ∅

W .shrd.modifies ∩ notRO(Δ2) ∩ Δ1 = ∅

annotations produced on the right-hand-side:

W1 ≡




loop.vars ≡ W .loop.vars

shrd ≡ W .shrd ∩ Δ1

excl.pre ≡ W .excl.pre

excl.post ≡ '

W2 ≡




loop.vars ≡ W .loop.vars

shrd ≡ W .shrd ∩ Δ2

excl.pre ≡ '

excl.post ≡ W .excl.post

' ≡ cleanup(Γ2 − W .shrd)

Figure 1. Loop.fission transformation and its validation.

combined transformation that takes as argument a speci�c
instruction, and takes a description of how we would like to
order the loops around it. The transformation is de�ned re-
cursively, “bringing down” the desired loops, from innermost
to outermost. The call to reorder_at in our script involves 4
loop swaps, 6 loop �ssions, and 2 hoist operations. In partic-
ular, the hoist operations result in turning the sum variable
local to the inner loop into a 2D-array of values declared in
an outer loop. The loop �ssions isolate the initialization and
the reads into this 2D-array into separate loop nests.

Typing Algorithm. While running the transformation
script, every intermediate code is typechecked with our re-
source type system. Internally, function contract clauses such
as __reads and __modifies that appear in the initial code are
desugared into lower-level pre- and post- conditions. For
linear resources, preconditions consume resources whereas
postconditions produce resources. In this low-level represen-
tation, following standard separation logic, read-only per-
missions are encoded using fractions [6, 14]. Loop contracts
are also desugared, into lower-level loop contracts (written
W ). Low-level loop contracts separate resources in groups:
W .shrd.modifies and W .shrd.reads describe resources modi-
�ed and read by all iterations; W .excl.pre and W .excl.post de-
scribe resources that are exclusively consumed and produced
by one iteration. Low-level loop contracts also bind logical
variables inW .loop.vars that the loop abstracts over (typically,
the fraction variables of the read-only permissions).
The code is then typed according to the provided con-

tracts by proceeding top to bottom, in a syntax-directed way
that does not require di�cult inferences. The typing context

consists of the resources available at a given program point,
where resources may be fully available, available in read-
only mode (i.e., only a fraction is available) or available in
“uninit” mode. Resources available in uninit mode cannot be
read from before writing to them, which is useful to model
when memory values for a resource are irrelevant.

To type a function body, the typing context is initialized
with the precondition, and the �nal typing context is checked
to imply the postcondition. Intuitively, the body of a func-
tion is given access to its consumed resources, and must
return access to its produced resources. For every program
point, our typing algorithm not only computes the resources
available as typing contexts (written Γ), but also the local
resource usage (written Δ).

Validity Checks. Leveraging the resource typing infor-
mation, OptiTrust checks that each transformation applied
by the script (Listing 2) preserves the semantics. The validity
of a combined transformation is derived from the validity of
all the basic transformations that it leverages. The validity of
a basic transformation is veri�ed by the OCaml implementa-
tion of that transformation, which is responsible for check-
ing su�cient conditions under which it preserves semantics.
To ensure that every intermediate code type-checks, each
transformation must also maintain annotations such as those
provided in the initial code (Listing 1). Simple examples are
the Loop.simd and Loop.parallel_for transformations, that
are correct if the annotations on the targeted loop captures
the absence of interference: the W .shrd.modifies resource set
of the loop contract W is empty.
A more complex example is the validity of Loop.fission,

depicted in Figure 1. The transformation is described on the
internal imperative _-calculus representation of OptiTrust,
where for loops are simpli�ed to iterate over ranges. Anno-
tations on the left (in green) represent resource information
consumed by the transformation, and annotations on the
right (in orange) represent resource information produced
by the transformation.

Intuitively, loop �ssion is correct if the resources modi�ed
by C1 and C2 do not interfere across iterations. For W .excl
resources, there is no interference because each iteration is
independent. For W .shrd resources, we check for interference
using Δ1 and Δ2: if C1 modi�es one resource from W .shrd,
then C2 must not use this same resource; symmetrically, if C2
modi�es a resource, then C1 must not use it. Note, however,
that C1 and C2 may both read the same resource.
On top of checking for the correctness condition, the �s-

sion transformation must also synthesize loop contracts for
the new loops, so that the resulting code still type-checks.
For shrd resources, we simply project the subsets of W .shrd
resources used by C1 and C2. For excl resources, we preserve
the previous pre- and post-conditions, but need to synthesize
a new middle-point (') corresponding to the iteration-exclu-
sive resources available between C1 and C2. ' is computed by
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float* pB = (float*)malloc(sizeof(float[32][256][4][32]));

#pragma omp parallel for

for (int bj = 0; bj < 32; bj++) {

for (int bk = 0; bk < 256; bk++) {

for (int k = 0; k < 4; k++) {

for (int j = 0; j < 32; j++) {

pB[32768 * bj + 128 * bk + 32 * k + j] =

B[1024 * (4 * bk + k) + 32 * bj + j]; }}}}

#pragma omp parallel for

for (int bi = 0; bi < 32; bi++) {

for (int bj = 0; bj < 32; bj++) {

float* sum = (float*)malloc(sizeof(float[32][32]));

for (int i = 0; i < 32; i++) {

for (int j = 0; j < 32; j++) {

sum[32 * i + j] = 0.; }}

for (int bk = 0; bk < 256; bk++) {

for (int i = 0; i < 32; i++) {

float s[32];

memcpy(s, &sum[32 * i], sizeof(float[32]));

#pragma omp simd

for (int j = 0; j < 32; j++) { // this loop is for k = 0

s[j] += A[1024 * (32 * bi + i) + 4 * bk + 0] *

pB[32768 * bj + 128 * bk + 32 * 0 + j]; }

// [...] similar unrolling, not shown, for k = 1, 2, 3

memcpy(&sum[32 * i], s, sizeof(float[32])); }}

for (int i = 0; i < 32; i++) {

for (int j = 0; j < 32; j++) {

C[1024 * (32*bi + i) + 32*bj + j] = sum[32*i + j]; }}

// [...] free instructions, not shown

Listing 3. Optimized C code produced by the OptiTrust
script for mm1024. This code has similar structure and achieves
similar performance as the reference output of TVM.

subtracting the shared resources (W .shrd) from the resources
available between C1 and C2 (Γ2), and for technical scoping
reasons, performing a �nal “cleanup”.

Final Optimized Code. Listing 3 shows the optimized
C code produced by our script. First, we checked that this
output code matches the structural optimizations from the
reference TVM case study. Note that TVM directly targets
LLVM IR, and does not produce easily readable C code.
Second, we checked the performance. We benchmarked

our code against TVM’s code on a 4-core Intel i7-8665U
CPU with AVX2 support. Both codes have similar runtime,
corresponding to a speedup of 150× over the naive code.3

3 Comparison to Related Work

Now that we have seen how OptiTrust works by example,
let us introduce a number of qualitative properties, before
reviewing related tools for semi-automatic code optimiza-
tion and �nally explaining why OptiTrust achieves a unique
combination of features.

• Generality: How large is the domain of applicability
of the tool? In particular, is it restricted to a domain-
speci�c language?

3We obtain a 90th percentile runtime of 9.4ms over 200 benchmark runs, and

compare it to the 90th percentile of the naive code. Besides, the OptiTrust

median runtime is slightly faster than the TVM median runtime.

• Expressiveness: How advanced are the code transfor-
mations supported by the tool? Is it possible to express
state-of-the-art code optimizations?

• Control: How much control over the �nal code is
given to the user by the tool? In particular, is there a
monolithic code generation stage?

• Feedback: Does the tool provide easily readable inter-
mediate code after each transformation?

• Composability: Is it possible to de�ne transforma-
tions as the composition of existing transformations?
Can transformations be higher-order, i.e., parameter-
ized by other transformations?

• Extensibility of transformations: Does the tool fa-
cilitate de�ning custom transformations that are not
expressible as the composition of built-in ones?

• Trustworthiness: Does the tool ensure that user-
requested transformations preserve the semantics of
the code? Can it moreover provide mechanized proofs?

3.1 Related Work

Halide [19] is an industrial-strength domain-speci�c com-
piler for image processing. Halide popularized the idea of
separating an algorithm describing what to compute from a
schedule describing how to optimize the computation. This
separation makes it easy to try di�erent schedules. TVM [8]
is a tool directly inspired by Halide, but tuned for applica-
tions to machine learning. Halide and TVM are inherently
limited to their domain-speci�c languages. They do not sup-
port higher-order composition of transformations, and are
not extensible [3, 18]. Moreover, understanding their output
is di�cult as the applied transformations are not detailed to
the user. Interactive scheduling systems have been proposed
to mitigate this di�culty [13].
Elevate [11] is a functional language for describing op-

timization strategies as composition of simple rewrite rules.
Advanced optimizations from TVM and Halide can be repro-
duced using Elevate. One key bene�t is extensibility: adding
rewrite rules is much easier than changing complex and
monolithic compilation passes [18]. Elevate strategies are ap-
plied on programs expressed in a functional array language
named Rise, followed by compilation to imperative code. The
use of a functional array language greatly simpli�es rewrit-
ing, however it restricts applicability and makes controlling
imperative aspects di�cult (e.g. memory reuse).

Exo [12] is an imperative DSL embedded in Python, geared
towards the development of high-performance libraries for
specialized hardware. It is restricted to static control pro-
grams with linear integer arithmetic. Exo programs can be
optimized by applying a series of source-to-source transfor-
mations. These transformations are described using a Python
script, with simple string-based patterns for targeting code
points. The user can add custom transformations, possibly
de�ned by composition; higher-order composition seems
possible but has not yet been demonstrated.
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Table 1. Overview of user-guided tools for high-performance code generation.

Halide/TVM Elevate+Rise Exo Clay/LoopOpt ATL Alpinist Clava+LARA

Generality
Expressiveness
Control
Feedback
Composability
Extensibility
Trustworthiness

Clay [2] is a framework to assist in the optimization of loop
nests that can be described in the polyhedral model [10]. The
polyhedral model only covers a speci�c class of loop transfor-
mations, with restriction over the code contained in the loop
bodies, however it has proved extremely powerful for opti-
mizing code falling in that fragment. Clay provides a decom-
position of polyhedral optimizations as a sequence of basic
transformations with integer arguments. The correspond-
ing transformation script can then be customized by the
programmer. Clint [26] adds visual manipulation of polyhe-
dral schedules through interactive 2D diagrams. LoopOpt [7]
provides an interactive interface that helps users design opti-
mization sequences (featuring unrolling, tiling, interchange,
and reverse of iteration order) that can be bound in a declar-
ative fashion to loop nests satisfying speci�c patterns.

ATL [16] is a purely functional array language for express-
ing Halide-style programs. Its particularity is to be embedded
into the Coq proof assistant. ATL programs can be trans-
formed through the application of rewrite rules expressed
as Coq theorems. With this approach, transformations are
inherently accompanied by machine-checked proofs of cor-
rectness. The set of rules includes expressive transformations
beyond the scope of Halide, and can be extended by the user.
Once optimized, ATL programs are then compiled into imper-
ative C code. Like Rise, generality and control are restricted
by the functional array language nature of ATL.
Alpinist [21] is a pragma-based tool for optimizing GPU-

level, array-based code, able to apply basic transformations
such as loop tiling, loop unrolling, data prefetching, matrix
linearization, and kernel fusion. The key characteristic of
Alpinist is that it operates over code formally veri�ed using
the VerCors framework [5]. Concretely, Alpinist transforms
not only the code but also its formal annotations. If Alpinist
were to leverage transformation scripts instead of pragmas,
it might be possible to chain and compose transformations;
yet, this possibility remains to be demonstrated.

Clava [4] is a general-purpose C++ source-to-source anal-
ysis and transformation framework implemented in Java.
The framework has been instantiated mainly for code instru-
mentation purpose and auto-tuning of parameters. Clava can
also be used in conjunction with a DSL called LARA [23] for
optimizing speci�c programs. LARA allows expressing user-
guided transformations by combining declarative queries

over the AST and imperative invocations of transformations,
with the option to embed JavaScript code. The application
paper on the Pegasus tool [17] illustrates this approach on
loop tiling and interchange operations.
Table 1 summarizes the properties of the existing ap-

proaches, highlighting their diversity. The table is sorted
by increasing generality. For the tools considered, this gener-
ality is negatively correlated with expressiveness, i.e., with
how advanced the supported transformations are. Regard-
ing generality, only Clava supports operating on general C
code, yet provides absolutely no guarantees on semantics
preservation. For each property considered, at least two tools
show strengths on that property (above half score). However,
even if we leave out the ambition of achieving mechanized
proofs, each tool considered shows weaknesses on at least
two properties (half score or less).

3.2 The Unique Features of OptiTrust

When considering the aforementioned criteria and tools,
OptiTrust achieves a unique combination of features.

Generality. OptiTrust is generally applicable to optimiz-
ing C code. The code must parse using Clang, the parser of
LLVM. The fragments of code that the user wishes to alter
must moreover type-check in our resource type system. At
the time of writing, we support only core features of the
C language: sequences, loops, conditionals, functions, local
and global variables, arrays, and structs. There is, however,
no inherent limitation: OptiTrust could presumably be ex-
tended to support nearly all the C language (we do not plan
to handle general goto’s). Our resource type system currently
only allows describing simple shapes of data structures, and
does not yet allow specifying the stored values. That said,
we have been planing to extend our implementation to a
full-featured Separation Logic similar to Re�nedC [22]. In
summary, OptiTrust in its current form does not yet demon-
strate full generality, however it has been designed towards
that goal.

Expressiveness. The combination of three ingredients al-
lows OptiTrust’s users to generate their desired optimized
code: (1) the use of a transformation script for describing a se-
quence of transformations; (2) the use of a target mechanism,
allowing to precisely pinpoint where transformations should
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be applied; (3) the availability of a catalog of general-purpose
transformations, whose composition enables altering the
code with a lot of �exibility.

Let us summarize the transformations currently supported
in OptiTrust. For instruction-level transformations, we sup-
port: function inlining, constant propagation, instruction re-
ordering, switching between stack and heap allocation, and
basic arithmetic simpli�cations. For control-�ow transforma-
tions, we support: loop interchange, loop tiling, loop �ssion,
loop fusion, loop-invariant code motion, loop unrolling, loop
deletion and loop splitting. For data layout transformations,
we support: interchange of dimensions of an array, and ar-
ray tiling. There are many more useful transformations for
which we are working out su�cient correctness conditions.

Certain transformations may require nontrivial checks.
For example, array tiling requires the tile size to divide the
array size, and loop splitting requires arithmetic inequalities
to hold. OptiTrust currently only validates simple conditions;
in the future, more complex conditions could be handled
using either SMT solvers or interactive theorem provers.

Control. Transformation scripts in OptiTrust empower
the user with very �ne-grained control over how the code
should be transformed. A challenge is to allow for concise
scripts. To that end, OptiTrust provides high-level combined

transformations, e�ectively recipes for combining the basic
transformations provided by OptiTrust. Section 2 presented
the example of Loop.reorder_at, which attempts, using a
combination of �ssion, hoist, and swap operations, to create
a reordered loop nest around a speci�ed instruction. Overall,
the use of combined transformations allows for reasonably
concise transformation scripts, with the user’s intention be-
ing described at a relatively high level of abstraction. The
user stays in control and can freely mix the use of concise
abstractions and precise �ne-tuning transformations.

Feedback. For each step in the transformation script, Op-
tiTrust delivers feedback in the form of human-readable C
code. The user usually only needs to read the di� against
the previous code. Interestingly, OptiTrust also records a
trace that allows investigating all the substeps triggered by
a combined transformation. This information is critically
useful when the result of a high-level transformation does
not match the user’s intention. Besides, a key feature of
OptiTrust is its fast feedback loop. The production of fast,
human-readable feedback in a system with signi�cant con-
trol is reminiscent of interactive proof assistants, and of the
aforementioned ATL tool [16].

Composability. OptiTrust transformation scripts are ex-
pressed as OCaml programs, and each transformation from
our library consists of an OCaml function. Because OCaml
is a full-featured programming language, OptiTrust users
may de�ne additional transformations at will by combining
existing transformations. User-de�ned transformations may

query the abstract syntax tree (AST) that describes the C
code, allowing to perform analyses before deciding what
transformations to apply. Furthermore, because OCaml is
a higher-order programming language, transformation can
take other transformations as argument. We use this pro-
gramming pattern for example to customize the arithmetic
simpli�cations to be performed after certain transformations.

Extensibility. If the user needs a transformation that is
not expressible as a combination of transformations from the
OptiTrust library, a custom transformation can be devised.
Because OptiTrust does not rely on heuristics, adding a new
transformation to OptiTrust does not impact in any way the
behavior of existing scripts. To de�ne relatively simple cus-
tom transformations, OptiTrust provides a term-rewriting
facility based on pattern matching. For more complicated
transformations, one can follow the patterns employed in the
OptiTrust’s library. For all custom transformations, it is the
programmer’s responsibility to work out the criteria under
which applying the transformation preserves the semantics
of the code, and to adapt contracts if necessary in order to
produce well-typed code.

Trustworthiness. Compilers are well-known to be in-
credibly hard to get 100% correct [25]. Like compilers, opti-
mization tools are highly subject to bugs. OptiTrust mitigates
the risks of producing incorrect code in two ways.
Firstly, we instrumented OptiTrust to generate reports

when processing transformation scripts. A report takes the
form of a standalone HTML page, which contains the di�
for every transformation step (and sub-steps). Such a report
can be thoroughly scrutinized by a third-party reviewer.
Secondly, we have organized the OptiTrust code base so

as to isolate the implementation of the basic transforma-
tions, which consists of transformations that directly modify
the AST. Only basic transformations need to be trusted. We
have been careful to systematically minimize the complex-
ity of the interface and of the implementation of our basic
transformations. All other transformations—the combined

transformations—are not part of the trusted computing base.

4 Conclusion

To conclude, OptiTrust is general-purpose, takes as input C
code, supports interactive development of transformation
scripts, and produces at every step readable C code semanti-
cally equivalent to the original code. Our case study demon-
strates that a reasonably concise OptiTrust script achieves
the same performance as an expert-written TVM schedule.

In future work, we plan to integrate support for arbitrary
logical assertions. Following the approach of Alpinist [21],
OptiTrust will transform not only code, but also the expres-
sive logical annotations that decorate the code. Leveraging
on support for logical assertions, we look forward to com-
pleting more challenging case studies.
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